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We performed low-frequency sound measurements on3He in 98% aerogel in a magnetic field that was
varied between 0 and 2130 G at a fixed pressure of 27.9 bar. We monitor the frequency of the second sound
like sslowd mode, which is the manifestation of superfluidity of3He in the presence of correlated disorder, and
use its temperature dependence to calculate the superfluid fractionrs/r. We observed no field dependence of
therssTd /r, other than an increase in the temperature range where theA-like sA*d phase is metastable. Both the

A* andB phases have a smallerrssTd /r than that of bulk3He, and the ratiors
A*

/rs
B is <0.5 over the whole

temperature range. TheA* phase does not reappear on warming from theB phase until a field in excess of
1270 Gauss is applied.
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I. INTRODUCTION
3He is recognized as an extremely pure system that under-

goes a transition from a normal Fermi-liquid to ap-wave
superfluid at low enough temperatures. It has been found that
a very dilute network of silica strands, aerogel, acts as an
impurity in 3He.1 Typical aerogels used in3He studies have a
porosity of ,98% sRefs. 2–5d and exhibit fractal structure
with a distribution of correlation lengths between a few na-
nometers and 100 nm. Since the silica particles’ diameter
s,2–5 nmd is smaller than the superfluid3He coherence
lengthsj0=15–80 nmd, aerogel acts as a collection of corre-
lated impurities enabling the study of disorder on a strongly
interacting Fermi liquid. The aerogel has a significant effect
on the3He phase diagram, which exhibits different features
compared to bulk3He. The most obvious is the suppression
of the superfluid transitionTc and of the superfluid density
rs/r.1,6 In addition theA-like phase appears to be highly
hysteretic, displaying an enhanced supercooling,7–9 together
with stable coexistence of theA-like and B phases7,9–11 ob-
served under specific preparation conditions. Further, on
warming in zero field, theA like phase fails to reappear
except perhaps in a region of widthø20 mK below the su-
perfluid transition,Tca.

In the work reported here, we used the low-frequency
sound technique to obtain the superfluid density,rs/r of 3He
confined to 98% aerogel in a magnetic field. The measure-
ments carried out in both the isotropicB phase and the meta-
stable A-like phase swhich we refer to as theA* phase
throughout the paperd reveal that the superfluid component

of theA* phasers
A*

, which we had found to be suppressed to
<0.5 rs

B in zero field, continues to be suppressed by the
same factor in fields up to 1270 G. TheB→A* transition
was not seen inrs/r on warming until a field.1270 G was
applied, calling into question whether theA* phase is really
the lowest energysequilibriumd phase in low fields at this
pressure. Alternatively, theB phase must exhibit superheat-
ing sunlike the bulkd and persist to nearTca in a metastable
state.

Although several measurements using various experimen-
tal techniques have been performed in the3He-98% open

aerogel system, the question of whetherA* phase is actually
the bulkA phase or a different equal-spin-paired state is still
unanswered.12,13 Experiments in a 99.3% open aerogelsthat
is significantly more opend identify theA* phase as the Pla-
nar state.14 Most theoretical investigations15–17 have concen-
trated on theB phase, which has been conclusively identified
through NMR.11,18,19. Hänninenet al.20 and Higashitaniet
al.21 calculate the suppression factors for the two compo-
nents of the anisotropicA phase and for theB phase. These
theoretical results will be compared to experimental behavior

that showsrs
A*

/rs
B<0.5.22 More recent work has elucidated

the role of the solid3He layer in the suppression of the high-
field A1 phase.23 With the question of the existence of theA1
phase now settled,24 attention should turn to the nature of the
A* phase. In bulk and conventionally confined3He, other
possible phases were proposed25–27 but not experimentally
observed.

II. EXPERIMENTAL METHOD

Two-fluid hydrodynamics describes a superfluid as a com-
bination of two interpenetrating normal and superfluid
components.28 In the presence of an elastic matrixsaerogeld,
the normal fluid component is clamped to the matrix, since
the viscous penetration depth exceeds the characteristic sepa-
ration of the silica strands in aerogel and can oscillate either
in phase or out of phase with the superfluid component, giv-
ing rise to the so-called fast and slow modes, which are
equivalent to a compressional wave and second sound in
bulk, respectively. The slow mode also corresponds to fourth
sound in rigid porous media. McKennaet al. observed the
second sound like mode in4He in aerogel,29 modified the
conventional two-fluid hydrodynamic equations by coupling
the normal component to the elastic skeleton of aerogel, and
showed that the antisymmetricsslowd and symmetricsfastd
modes could propagate in the superfluid. Analysis of the
slow-mode velocity as a function of temperature provides
information about the superfluid fraction in the3He-aerogel
system and can be described by the following equation:
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rs

r
= Hra

r
FSca

cs
D2

− 1G + 1J−1

, s1d

which in the limit of cs
2!ca

2 can be rewritten as

rs

r
=

r

ra
S cs

ca
D2

, s2d

wherecs is the slow mode velocity andca is the longitudinal
sound velocity in aerogel.ra andr are the densities of aero-
gel and bulk3He, respectively.

III. CELL AND MEASURING TECHNIQUE

We studied the low-frequency sound propagation of3He
in aerogel30 in a pure silver cellschosen to minimize the
specific heat in a magnetic fieldd. The 98% aerogel sample
s,1 cm3d has a cylindrical shape and was inserted in a close-
fitting cavity in the cell body. Two coin silver wafers with
0.5 mm thick piezoceramic PbTiO3 disks glued on top,
capped off the cavity at either end and functioned as micro-
phone and speaker. Coin silver was used because of its su-
perior elastic propertiesscompared to pure silverd and mod-
erate specific heat in the presence of a field. Both transducers
were in contact with the aerogel, which ensured that the
aerogel was clamped in the cell body. The3He inside the cell
was cooled by a,3.2 cm3 silver sinter heat exchanger. The
experimental cell was mounted on a nuclear demagnetization
cryostat with a copper nuclear stage. A vibrating wire vis-
cometer and3He melting-curve thermometer monitored the
temperature of3He in the cell and on the experimental plate
of the cryostat. To minimize the radiation of the sound field
into the heat exchanger and vibrating wire volumes we re-
duced the diameter of the channels connecting these to the
sound cell down to 0.5 mm.

We applied an ac drive to the speaker and used a lock-in
amplifier connected to the microphone to detect the response

of the 3He-aerogel system. The frequency was swept in the
range between 5 and 450 Hz. All measurements were taken
at a fixed pressure of 27.9 bar, and we varied the field be-
tween 0 and 2130 G.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

An example of the second sound like mode atB=747 G is
shown in Fig 1. The left and right panels show the evolution
of the slow mode on cooling and warming, respectively. The
sharp kink at,1.35 mK is the signature of theA* →B tran-
sition that was observed only on cooling in this field. The
cooling rate was varied between 10 and 50mK/h, and the
A* →B transition always occurred at the same temperature
and displayed a characteristic width of,20 mK, in accord
with the zero field data obtained in the same aerogel
sample.22 Also, we did not observe any history dependence
of the A* →B transition. Using Eq.s2d we calculate the su-
perfluid fraction of 3He in aerogel versus temperature. To
determiners/r accurately, we had to account for the “edge
mode” contribution. The so-called edge mode is associated
with the longitudinal oscillations of bulk superfluid3He in a
thin sliver between the aerogel cylinder and the walls of the
experimental cell. This edge mode was observed earlier by
Golov et al.6 for superfluid3He in aerogel and by Mulderset
al.31 for superfluid4He in aerogel. Its sound velocity can be
expressed ascedge=A·srs

bulk/rbulkd1/2, where A is a geometry-
dependent constant. The bulk3He-B normal fluid density can
be described through the low-temperature form of the
Yoshida function,Ystd32 and in the simplest case the relation
between the normal fraction,rn

bulk/rbulk and temperature can
be written as

rn
bulk

rbulk ~ t−1/2e−DB/t, s3d

where t=T/Tc
bulk is the reduced temperature andDB is the

energy gap. We find that we can fit the edge-mode contribu-

FIG. 1. Examples of the slow mode observed for superfluid3He in 98% aerogel. Data were taken at pressureP=27.9 bar andB
=747 G. The left panel shows the evolution of the slow mode on cooling and the right panel on warming. Only 20% of the data are shown
for clarity. They axis has an offset with temperature. The weaker low-frequency mode seen both on cooling and warming is the fundamental
second sound like mode that appears atTca=1.85 mK. AboveTca it transforms into the “edge mode”ssee text for detailsd. The sharp kink
on cooling at,1.35 mK signals the onset of theA* →B transition. NoB→A* transition was observed on warming atB=747 G. The
stronger modes at higher frequencies are attributed to the resonances arising from combinations of the Helmholtz mode and harmonics of the
slow mode.
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tion with an accuracy better than 10% using the parameters
A=5.2 m/s and the values ofrn

bulk/rbulk versus T at P
=29.1 bar taken from Ref. 33.

Examples of the superfluid fraction,rs/r at B=2130 G,
1270 G, 747 G, and earlier data in 0 Gsafter subtraction of
the edge-mode contributiond are shown in Fig. 2. In all cases,
the lower trace was taken on cooling and the upper one on
warming. There is a significant difference in the magnitudes
of thers/r of the metastableA* sseen while coolingd and the
B phase, which appears at low temperatures and persists to

Tca on warming in Fig. 2sBd–2sDd. rs
A*

/rs
B<0.5, and we dis-

cuss this in greater detail later on. Once theA* →B transition
is completed, the behavior of the cooling and warming traces
is identical. Our experiments showed no field dependence of
rs/r in the A* and theB phase. The absolute values ofrs/r

at P=27.9 bar were found to be in good agreement with
earlier reported zero-field data at a similar pressure.6,7 In Fig.
2B we also plot thers

bulk/r valuessfilled circlesd measured in
the bulkB phase33 at P=24.17 bar to emphasize the suppres-
sion of rs/r in 3He in aerogel compared to bulk3He.

Figure 3 is a temperature-frequency plot that shows the
evolution of the slow mode’s frequency atB=2130 Gssolid
lined as the sample was cooled down and warmed up. The
dotted line represents the 747 G data where theA* →B tran-
sition occurred only on coolingsi.e., theB→A* transition
was not observed on warmingd. The cooling trace extends the
temperature evolution of the slow mode measured at 747 G
and shows the suppression ofTA*B in higher fields. AtT
=1.1 mK andB=2130 G, theA* →B transition is manifested
by a sharp kink. We infer that theA* →B transition did not

FIG. 2. Superfluid fractionrs/r calculated us-
ing Eq. s2d on cooling and warming. Experimen-
tal parameters:sAd P=27.9 bar andB=2130 G,
sBd B=1270 G, andsCd B=747 G. For the data
obtained in 2130 G, theA* →B transition did not
proceed to completion because of limited cooling

power. AboveTA*B, the superfluid fractionrs
A*

is
approximately one-half of the magnitude ofrs

B.
Once theA* →B transition is completedsin the
lower three panelsd both the cooling and warming
traces are identical. Filled circles in panelsBd
show the superfluid fraction in bulk3He at P
=24.13 bar33 to illustrate the difference in the
bulk and disordered superfluid fractions. The gray
box in this panel marks the region where we ex-
pect to see aB→A* transitionssee text and Fig.
4d. The data in panelsDd were taken from Ref.
22, where3He in the same aerogel sample was
studied in zero field.
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proceed to completion because the warming trace at 2130 G
lies between the cooling and warming traces taken at 747 G.
The B→A* transition occurs atT=1.45 mK, and once it is
complete the slow mode frequency falls on the correspond-
ing A* cooling trace taken at 747 G. This was the onlyB
→A* transition we observed in our experiments.

The temperature independent stable coexistence of theA*

andB phases seen in the 2130 G data is similar to our earlier
observations in zero field.7,22 Our findings do not agree with
the results of Moscow group11 who used pulsed NMR to
measure the relative fraction of theA-like andB phase versus
temperature belowTca. They observed a slow conversion
from theA-like into theB phase belowTca, with a rate de-
termined by the proximity in temperature to theA* →B tran-
sition. At P=25.5 bar andB=284 G the conversion pro-
ceeded over several hours atT/Tca<0.9, while it took only
several minutes atT/Tca<0.8. The discrepancy in the low-
frequency sound and NMR results suggest that the magnetic
field, which modifies textures in the bulk and the surface
solid 3He swhose magnetization may play a role in the sta-
bilities of theA* andB phasesd, cannot provide the mecha-
nism for the metastability and time-dependent conversion of
the A* into theB phase as proposed by us earlier.22

In our experiments, we found thatTA*B depends on the
strength of the magnetic fieldsconsistent with earlier
work3,34d and is significantly suppressed compared to the
zero-field results.7,22 In Fig. 4 the solid triangles indicate the
supercooledA* →B transition and the open triangle shows
the only B→A* transition we observed on warming. For
comparison, we plot the data of Gervaiset al.4 obtained at
P=25 bar using a high-frequency transverse sound technique
where solid circles denote theA* →B transition and open
circles theB→A* transition. Our data show the hysteretic
nature of theA* →B transition and agree with the Northwest-
ern group’s results,8,34 in contrast to the hybrid vibrating wire

data of Brussaardet al.3 where theA* →B andB→A* tran-
sitions occurred at almost the same temperaturesP=4.8 and
7.4 bard.

The fact that ourB→A* transition was only seen at the
highest field and was never observed at 1270 Gsor 747 Gd is
very peculiar. According to the data of Gervaiset al.4 shown
in Fig. 4 theB→A* transition occurs approximately 230mK
higher than theA* →B transition and the temperature offset
only weakly depends on the field. If we use the same ap-
proach, namely, extrapolate theTBA* in our experiments by
offsetting it by 400mK sbased on the 2130 G datad, then we
would predictTBA* at B=1270 G to occur at<1.6 mK. If the
B→A* transition temperature scales asB2 sthe limiting be-
havior in theB→0 limitd, then theB→A* transition should
occur at<1.7 mK. These two temperatures form the bound-
aries of the gray box shown in Fig. 2B. Clearly, no signature
of theB→A* transition was observed at this temperature. We
note that the results of Gervaiset al.4 also do not show aB
→A* transition below,1400 G, even though they, too,
should have adequate sensitivity to resolve this.

V. DISCUSSION

Figure 2 summarizes thers/r obtained in different fields
and Fig. 2sDd shows the zero field values ofrs/r taken
from.22 In bulk 3He-A, the superfluid density is a tensor
quantity and is determined by the relative orientation of the
orbital angular momentum vectorl and the superflow.32 To
measure the anisotropic components of the superfluid density
tensor it is necessary to orient thel texture of the superfluid.
In the bulk, this can be achieved, for example, by taking
advantage of the preferential orientation of the spinssperpen-
dicular to thed vectord along the magnetic field direction,
and the alignment ofd with l. The l texture is also oriented

FIG. 3. The slow mode frequency vs temperature. The dotted
and solid lines show data in 747 G and 2130 G, respectively. Ar-
rows mark the cooling and warming directions. The temperature of
the A* →B transition is significantly suppressed by the magnetic
field. At B=2130 G theA* →B transition is incomplete. This is
inferred from the observation that the warming trace lies to the left
of the data points obtained in theB phaseswhile warmingd at B
=747 G. TheB→A* transition is observed atT=1.45 mK.

FIG. 4. The temperature of theA* →B andB→A* transition vs
magnetic field.smd represent our data on cooling demonstrating the
effect of supercooling. The zero-field point was taken from earlier
experiments on the same sample7 snd shows theB→A* transition.
Circles show the data obtained atP=25 bar using the ultrasound
technique by Gervaiset al.4 sPd represent the supercooledA* →B
transition, andssd the B→A* transition on warming. The two dif-
ferent values ofTca are indicated by dotted lines.
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perpendicular to the cell walls. With the field parallel to the
walls, a uniform texture withrs' may be created withl
perpendicular to the flow. By application of a magnetic field
perpendicular to the walls, a nearly uniform texture may be
created withl parallel to the wall, thus allowingrsi to be
inferred sthe finite bending radius,25 mm precludes a di-
rect measurement ofrsi because of the nonuniform textured
and the ratio,rs' /rsi=2, is only a limiting case. Torsional
oscillator experiments35 demonstrated the anisotropic nature
of rs/r in 3He-A and also found consistency at 23 bar be-
tween the theoretically expected ratio ofrs' /rs

B=6/5, as was
later seen in experiments at Manchester.36

Aerogel is a medium that should be intrinsically isotropic.
Presumably the superflow direction is highly local in orien-
tation as the superfluid must bypass regions of high silica
densityswhere superfluidity is most likely suppressedd. Con-
sequently, one would expect only a little anisotropy inrs

A* /r
to be revealed by the application of a magnetic field perpen-
dicular to the axis of the cylindrical sample. It is possible
that in zero field there might be local domains of the texture
spossibly manifested by the broad NMR line shapesd and that
a progressively larger field would orient these domains with
li to the superflow. However, there is no evidence of any
decreasein rs

A* upon applying a fieldscompare the lower
panel in Fig. 2 to the upper paneld. We take this to imply that
the superfluid density in theA-like phase is most likely iso-
tropic.

If we assume theA* phase to be the bulkA phase, then the
results of two theoretical works20,21 predict an anisotropy of
the superfluid density tensor in aerogel. Higashitani’s
results21 predict that the ratio ofrsi

A /rs'
A <0.5 and thatrs

B

,rs'
A . Thus, the ratio ofrsi

A /rs
B.0.5, in contrast to our ex-

perimental result, which shows a stronger suppression ofrs
A*

.
Hänninenet al.20 find the same expression for the superfluid
density. However, they suggest that the suppression ofrsi

A

should increase as the temperature is lowered, in contrast to
the experimental observations. It is well known that the ho-
mogenous scattering models cannot account for the strong
suppression of the superfluid density relative toTc, and thus
inhomogenous scattering modelssreflecting local anisotropic
scattering from the strand like aerogeld are thought to be
more appropriate.16,23 Despite the limitations of the homog-

enous scattering model, the size of the ratiors
A*

/rs
B<0.5,

which is outside the bounds of the predictions of the theoret-
ical work, together with the absence of any variation ofrs
with magnetic field, suggest that theA* phase cannot be un-
ambiguously identified as the bulk3He A-phase. Indeed, re-
cent theoretical works of Fomin12,13 propose another equal-
spin-paired statesaxiplanar phased as a stableA-like phase in
the presence of disorder, though there are no accompanying
predictions for the magnitude of the superfluid density in this
phase.

In the bulk B phase in zero field, the energy gapDB is
isotropic and no anisotropy in the superfluid density is
expected.32 However, the presence of a magnetic field dis-
torts DB. Earlier ultrasound measurements in the bulk dem-
onstrated the suppression of the energy gap by,8% at B
=5 kG andP=29.3 bar.37,38In our field rangesup to 2.1 kGd
the distortion is expected to be on the order of 1.5%, which

implies a decrease ofrs
B/r by less than 1%, within the scatter

of our measurements.
From the superfluid density shown in Fig. 2 and Eq.s3d,

we can deduce the zero-temperature energy gap for theB
phase I,33,39,40which yieldsDB<0.5Dbulk, in agreement with
the earlier NMR measurements of Barkeret al.5 and heat
capacity data.41

In bulk 3He the nucleation of theB phase from theA
phase at the first-order transition can be explained in the
framework of the free-energy and surface-energy differences
between two phases.42,43 This approach first assumes the
nucleation of a seed of theB phase inside the metastableA
phase. Once the size of a seed exceeds the critical radiusRc,
the transition to the energetically favoredB phase occurs
rapidly. Experimentally, it has been shown that theB phase
formation can be stimulated by radiation42 and is also aided
by any roughness at the bounding surfaces on a scale larger
than the coherence length. The critical radius can be ex-
pressed asRc=2sAB/DG, wheresAB is the surface tension
between the two phases andDG is the bulk free-energy dif-
ference. Work of Osheroff and Cross44 provided insight into
the surface tension between theA andB phases in bulk3He
and established thatsAB,FsjsTd. HereFs is the difference
between the normal phase and superfluid free energies atTAB
and the temperature-dependent coherence length,jsTd is
given by the expression

jsTd = f7zs3d/48p2g1/2s"vF/kBTcds1 − T/Tcd−1/2

= 0.13s"vF/kBTcds1 − T/Tcd−1/2, s4d

wherezs3d is the Riemann Zeta function. We assume45 that
the free-energy differenceFs,D2/jsTd2, take the values of
Tc to be 2.41 mK in the bulk and 1.85 mK for3He in aero-
gel, andTAB to be 1.95 mK in the bulk and 1.48 mKsat zero
fieldd for 3He in aerogel. We can then estimate the surface
tension. SettingsAB

aerogel,D2/jsTd, from Eq. s4d we find that
sAB

aerogel,0.19sAB
bulk, comparable to the 0.25sAB

bulk reported by
Gervaiset al.34 on a different aerogel sample near melting
pressure.

The strong supercooling of theA* →B transition in aero-
gel confirms that this is a first-order transition and the fact
that its temperature is not affected by the cooling rate sug-
gests that the temperature of the transition is determined
mainly by the microstructure of aerogel, which strongly pins
the A*B interface. The Northwestern group’s result for the
critical radius of the seed of theB phase in theA phase is
Rc

aerogel,5Rc
bulk sRef. 34d and suggests a larger energy of the

A* -B interface. The A* →B transition’s finite width
s,20 mKd also supports the argument that pinning domi-
nates the dynamics of the interface. Our results for the tran-
sition’s width are consistent with the earlier hybrid vibrating
wire experiments by Brussaardet al.3 and the recent experi-
ments at Stanford.9 We would also argue that in highly con-
fined 3He, such as that encountered in the experiments with
large4He content,46 pinning would likely ensure that only the
A* phase would be present.

In the bulk, it is generally acknowledged that even when
the experiment is taken below the supercooledA* →B tran-
sition, small seeds of theA phase remain trappedsperhaps in
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corners of the celld, while the rest of the liquid is in the
lower-energyB phase. When warming, theA phase regener-
ates without superheating from these seeds. Because we have
a limited data set, we can only speculate that there is some
critical field sin the region of 1400 Gd above which the sur-
face or pinning energysthat is a barrier to the propogation of
the A* phased is overwhelmed by the difference in the free
energies of theA* andB phases. Certainly the critical radius
is very large for disordered3He, and this fact together with
pinning may explain why theA* phase fails to reappear while
warming in low fields. On the other hand, our onlyB→A*

transition was observed from a mixture of theA* and B
phases rather than theB phase alone, and this may have
assisted to reestablish theA* phase. Clearly there is a need
for a thorough investigation of the hysteresis of theA* →B
transition in fields near 1400 G.

VI. CONCLUSION

We performed low-frequency sound measurements in3He
confined in 98% aerogel in the presence of a magnetic field
oriented perpendicular to the sound propogation direction.

We observed the second sound likesslowd mode, and, from
measurements of this mode’s sound velocity versus tempera-
ture, we inferred the superfluid fractionrs/r in both A* and
B phases. We did not observe any significant field depen-

dence ofrs/r in either phase. However,rs
A*

/r andrs
B/r dif-

fer in magnitude by a factor of two. This behavior is incon-
sistent with the evolution of the superfluid density in the bulk
A phase and suggests that another equal spin-paired phase
can be stable in the presence of disorder. We also argue that
at a critical field around 1400 G, the free-energy difference
between the two phases overcomes the pinning energy, en-
abling the transition from theB phase to theA* phase.
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